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~~'1:1~ point in the presentation they will probably want to see summary data for all eight 
lVJ.Si~ns_o~ _a single slide for easy comparison. Such a slide would be overcrowded by the 

u_sua . cfinuion, but this might be the only practical way to get a "big-picture" view of the 
sd1tu~t1on. (The best solution is probably some high-level summary slides supported by a 

etailed handout "C · Eff • . . , ~s reating ecuve Handouts" on page 345 explains.) 
The pnmary disadvantage of structured design is the mind-numbing effect that can be 

caused by too many text-heavy slides that all look alike. Slide after slide of dense, highly 
structured bullet points with no visual relief can put an audience to sleep. 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Free-Form Slides 
Free~f~rm slide designs can overcome the drawbacks of text-heavy structured design by 
pro~iding c?mplementary visual and textual information and limiting the amount of infor-
mation ~eli~ered on each slide. (Of course, well-designed structured slides can also meet 
these cntena, but the constraints of prebuilt templates make doing so more of a 
challenge.) 

~ith appr~priate imagery, free-form designs can also create a more dynamic and 
eng_agmg expene_nce for the audience. Given their ability to excite and engage, free-form 
~esigns are _particularly good for motivational, educational, and persuasive presenta-
t1ons-part1cularly when the slides will be used multiple times and therefore compensate 
for the extra time and effort required to create them. 

Free-form slides have several potential disadvantages, however. First, effectively 
designing slides with both visual and textual elements is more creatively demanding and 
more time-consuming than simply typing text into preformatted templates. The emphasis 
on visual content also requires more images, which take time to find. 

Second, because far less textual information tends to be displayed on-screen, the 
speaker is responsible for conveying more of the content. Ideally, of course, this is how 
a presentation should work, but presenters sometimes find themselves in less-than-ideal 
circumstances, such as being asked to deliver a presentation that someone else created. 

Third, if not handled carefully, the division of information into smaller chunks can 
make it difficult to present complex subjects in a cohesive, integrated manner. For instance, 
if you're discussing a business problem that has five interrelated causes, it might be help-
ful to insert a conventional bullet-point slide as a summary and reminder after discussing 
each problem on its own. 

DESIGNING EFFECTIVE SLIDES 

Despite complaints about "death by PowerPoint," the problem is not with the software itself 
(or with Apple Keynote or any other presentation program). It is just a tool and, like other 
tools can be used well or poorly. Unfortunately, lack of design awareness, inadequate train-
ing, ;chedule pressures, and the instinctive response of do~n_g things the way they've always 

Well-designed free-form slides 
help viewers understand, pro-
cess, and remember the speaker's 
message. 

Free-form slides can require more 
skill and time to create, and they 
put more demands on the speaker 
during the presentation. 

been done can lead to ineffective slides and lost opportunmes 
to really connect with audiences. And alth?ugh ~rezi is ~ome-
times promoted as the antidote_to PowerPo1:"t, using Pre~i do~s 
not guarantee you'll end up with an eff~ctJve pres~ntat10n; it, 
too can be misused and wind up creating a barner between 

REAL-TIME UPDATES . .. : - '. 
the 'speaker and the audience. . . . 

Design tips from presentation pro Garr 
Reynolds 

This section offers helpful ups for creating slides that 
engage audiences without ?verwhelming them with too much 
information or poorly designed layouts. 

Garr Reynolds brings Zen design instincts to his advice for visual 
design. Go to real-tlmeupdates.com/bce8 and select Learn More 
in the Students section. 

Designing Slides Around a Key Visual 
R h than structuring slide content as headlines and bullet points, a more effective a~d 

at er li·ng approach is to structure around a key visual that helps organize and explam moreappea . . . . 
h • t you are trying to make. For example, a pyramid suggests a h1erarchtcal relatton-

th~ pomds ct· rcular flow diagram emphasizes that the final stage in a process loops back to 
s tp, an a . h . f 
h b . •ng of the process. Figure 12.6 on t e next page shows six of the many types 0 

t e eginm . . c . . 1 d ·gns you can use to orgamze m1ormat1on on a slide. v1sua est 

S~ruclturing a slide around a key 
v1sua help . 
th . s orgamze and explain 

e points you are trying to make. 
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Use slide text sparingly and only 
to emphasize key points, not to 
convey your entire message. 

Charts and tables for presenta-
tions need to be simpler than 
visuals for printed documents. 

Groups of Related Points Components of a Whole 
• PolntA 

_ _ • Point 8 
r Jitt --• Point A 

• •PolntB 

• PolntA 
• PolntB 

Figure 12.6a 

Figure 12.6c 

Figure 12.6e 

Figure 12.6b 

Figure 12.6d 

Figure 12.61 

Figure 12.6 Using a Key Visual to Organize Points on a Slide 
Simple graphical elements such as these "SmartArt" images in Microsoft PowerPoint make it easy to organ· 
slide content using a key visual. Whether you're trying to convey the relationship of ideas in a hierarchy, a 
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linear process, a circular process, or Just about _any other configuration, a key visual can work in tandem with 
your written and spoken messages to help audiences get your message. 

Writing Readable Content 
One of the most common mistakes beginners make--and one of the chief criticisms level d 
at structured slide designs in general-is stuffing slides with too much text. Doing so O e _ 

h 
. f . f ver 

loads the audience with too muc m ormanon _too ast, takes attention away from the 
speaker by forcing people to read more, and reqmres the presenter to use smaller type. 

Effective text slides supplement your words and help the audience follow the fl 
of ideas (see Figure 12.7). Use text to highlight key points, summarize and preview ow 
message, signal major shifts in thought, illustrate concepts, or help create interest in 
spoken message. 

Creating Charts and Tables for Slides 

Ch nd tables for presentations need to be simpler than visuals for printed d arts a . . 1 . d b ocuments .
1 

d •mages that look f111e on t 1e prmte page can e too dense and too co 1. · Detat e I h d ' ·11 • mp teated t'ons Remember t at your au 1ence w1 view your slides from for presenta t · across the 
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Writing Readable Content Writing Readable Content 
To choose effective words and phrases , think of the 
text on your slides as guides to the content, not the 
content itself. In a sense, slide text serves as the 
headings and subheadings for your presentation. 
Accordingly, choose words and shon phrases that 
help your audience follow the flow of Ideas, without 
forcing people to read In depth. You primarily want 
your audience to listen, not to read. Highlight key 
points, summarize and preview your message, signal 
major ~hlfts in thought, illustrate concepts, or help 
create interest in your spoken message. 

o Text should be a guide to your content 

o Use bullets like headings and subheadings 

.,. Help audience follow the flow of ideas 

.. Encourage audience to listen, not read 

<- Highlight, summarize, preview, illustrate 

Figure 12.7a 

Use enough text to help your 
audience follow the flow of ideas-
and not a single word more. 

Figure 12.7c 

Figure 12. 7 Writing Text for Slides 

Figure 12.7b 

Just enough 

Ftgure 12.7d 

Effective text slides are clear, simple guides that help the audience und0:ot8!"<.i ,,r,d rerr.smber the speaker's message. Notice the progression toward 
simplicity in these slides: Figure 12. 7a is a paragraph that would dis1ract ',hr-; ,,,; didnce fc;r an extended period of time. Figure 12.7b offers concise, 
readable bullets, although too many slides in a row in this structured ,;';c.'on wouid bc;co:nP. ted ious. Figure 12.7c distills the message down to a 
single thought that is complete on its own but doesn't convey all the imu,n,3t:on fr0m th,, original and would need embellishment from the speaker. 
Figure 12.7d pushes this to the extreme, with only the core piece of the mem;?ge 10 :1ilr\'H as an "exclamation point" for the spoken message. 
Figure 12.7c and especially Figure 12.7d could be even more powerful w:th a •Nbll-c'1o~en ·,isual that illustrates the notion of following a flow of ideas. 

room-not from a foot or two away, as you do while you create them. Keep the level of 
detail to a minimum, eliminating anything that is not absolutely essential. If necessary, break 
information into more than one chart or table. It may also be useful to provide detailed ver-
sions of charts and tables in a handout. 

Selecting Design Elements 
As you create slides, pay close attention to the interaction of color, background and fore-
ground designs, artwork, typefaces, and type styles. 

• 

• 

Color. Color is an expressive and powerful element of design, so take some time to 
choose the best colors for your slides. As Table 12.2 on the next page indicates, colors 
can evoke specific moods and connotations. Color has important functional uses as well, 
including improving the readability of text and highlighting important visual elements. 
Background designs and artwork. All visuals have two layers of design: the ~ack-
ground and the foreground. The background is the equivalent of paper in a pn?ted 
document, and the elements in the foreground are the essential content of your shdes. 
If you use a design theme or template in your presentation software, it will apply the 

e background treatment to every slide. Whichever design theme you chose, make 
::: the background stays in the background and doesn't distract v~ewers or compete 

'th the foreground. Some of the template designs in presentation software have 
WI d' . C • b backgrounds that are too 1stractmg 10r senous usiness use. 

Color is more than just decora-
tion; colors themselves have 
meanings, based on both cultural 
experience and the relationships 
that you establish among the col-
ors in your designs. 

Make sure the background of 
your slides stays in the back-
ground; it should never get in 
the way of the informational ele-
ments in the foreground. 
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TABLE 12.2 Color and Emotion 

Emotional Associations 
Color (for U.S. audiences) Potential Uses 

Blue Peaceful, soothing, tranquil, cool, trusting Background for presentations (usually dark blue); a safe and conservative choice 
White Neutral, innocent, pure, wise, simple Good choice for text displayed on a dark background 
Yellow Wami, bright, cheerful, enthusiastic Primarily as a highlight color, such as text bullets and subheadings with a dark 

background 
Red Passionate, dangerous, active, painful For promoting action or stimulating the audience; seldom used as a background 

("in the red" specifically refers to financial losses) 
Green Assertive, prosperous, envious, relaxed, natural Highlight and accent color (note that green symbolizes money in the United States 

but not in other countries) 
Orange Wami, dramatic .Useful to suggest energy and action 
Gray Dignified, serious, somber, practical Providing a visually "quiet" background, enhancing contrast with brighter colors 
Black Serious, technical, fomial As either a functional or artistic color, depending on overall slide style 

Sources: Based in part on "Choosing Colors for Your Presentation Slides," Think Outside the Slide, accessed 15 May 2017, www.thinkoutsidetheslide.com; Claudyne 
Wilder and David Rne, Point, Click & Wow (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Pfeiffer, 1996), 63, 527. 

REAL-TIME UPDATES . - : 

Nancy Duarte advises starting with the simplest tool imaginable, 
the humble sticky note. Go to real-timeupdates.com/bce8 and 
select Learn More in the Students section. 

• Foreground designs and artwork. The foreground contains 
the unique text and graphic elements that make up each 
individual slide. Foreground elements can be either func-
tional or decorative. Functional artwork includes photos, 
technical drawings, charts, and other visual elements con-
t:iining information that's part of your message. In con-
1,·ast, decorative artwork simply enhances the look of your 

Many of the typefaces available 
on your computer are difficult 
to read on screen, so they aren't 
good choices for presentation 
slides. 

Design inconsistencies confuse 
and annoy audiences; don't 
change colors and other design 
elements randomly throughout 
your presentation. 

You can animate just about every-
thing in an electronic presenta-
tion, but resist the temptation to 
do so; make sure an animation 
has a purpose. 

si ides and should be used sparingly, if at all. 
• Typefaces and type siyks, Type is harder to read on a screen than on a printed page, 

so you need to choose fonts and type styles with care. Sans serif fonts are usually 
easier to read than serif fonts. Avoid all-caps, use generous space between lines of 
text, and limit the number of fonts to one or two per slide. Choose type sizes that are 
easy to read from anywhere in the room, usually between 28 and 36 points, and test 
them in the room if possible. A clever way to test readability at your computer is to 
stand back as many feet from the screen as your screen size in inches (17 feet for a 
17-inch screen, for example) . If the slides are readable at this distance, you're probably 
. d h is m goo s ape. 

Maintaining design consistency is critical because audiences start to assign meaning 
to visual elements beginning with the first slide. For instance, if yellow is used to call 
attention to the first major point in your presentation, viewers will expect the next occur-
rence of yellow to also signal an important point. The design theme and the slide master 
features make consistency easy to achieve because they apply consistent design choices to 
every slide in a presentation. 

Adding Animation and Multimedia 
Presentation software offers many options for livening up your slides, including sound, 
animation, video clips, transition effects, hyperlinks, and zooming. These special effects need 
to be used sparingly, and always with a ~ocus on _hel~ing viewers grasp your message. 

Functional animation involves mot10n that 1s directly related to your message, such a 
a highlight arrow that ~ov~s around the screen to emphasize specific points in a technica~ 
d . m Such animation 1s also a great way to demonstrate sequences and proced 1agra • . . ures. 
I t ast decorative animation, such as havmg a block of text cartwheel in from ff n con r , d . b.1. . . p . . o 

·ng the zooming an pannmg capa 1 Itles m rez1 m ways that don't e h screen or usi . d . h n ance 
. derstanding, needs to be mcorporate wit great care. These effects d , cl audience un .1 d. d" on ta cl • I value and they eas1 y 1stract au 1ences. 

any functwna ' t·d I h . •r·ons control how one s 1 e rep aces anot er, such as having th Slide transl 1 
1.d f d . b 1 . e current . f d t before the next s 1 e a es m. Su t e transitions like this c slide gently a e ou an ease your 
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~~ew~rs' gaze from one slide to the next, but many transition effects are too busy and 
· e~e best avoided. Slide builds control the release of text, graphics, and other elements 
~n~

nd
•vidual slides. With builds, you can make key points appear on a slide one at a time, 

.a er than all at once, thereby making it easier for you and the audience to focus on each 1ew message point. 

. A hy~erlink instructs your computer to jump to another slide in your presentation, 0 
a w~b_s'.te, or to another program entirely. Using hyperlinks is also a great way to build 

n fl~xibihty so that you can instantly change the flow of your presentation in response to 
1ud1ence feedback. 

. Multimedia elements offer the ultimate in active presentations. Using audio and video 
:lips can be a great way to complement your textual message. Just be sure to keep these 
:lements ~rief and relevant, as supporting points for your presentation, not as replace-nents for 1t. 

Jsing Presentation Software to Create Visual Reports 
;v'ith its easy ability to combine text and graphics, presentation software is sometimes used 
o create visual reports that are something of a hybrid between conventional reports and 
,resentation slides (see Figure 12.8). These are sometimes referred to as "slideuments" 
,Lide + document) or "slide docs" as well. If you have a lot of diagrams or other visual 
1aterial, creating a report in PowerPoint or similar software can be easier than doing so in 
rord-processing software. 

If they are intended to be read like documents, these visual reports can be an 
ffective and appealing communication tool. As you can see from the amount of text 
1 the example in Figure 12.8, however, these reports do not function well as slides 
nd should not be used for presentations. Avoid the temptation to use these slide-

If you use transitions between 
slides, make sure they are subtle; 
they should do nothing more than 
ease the eye from one slide to 
the next. 

Hyperlinks let you build flexibil-
ity into your presentations. 

Visual reports are documents 
made using presentation software, 
but they are intended to be read 
like documents, not projected as 
presentation slides. 

!port hybrids for presentation slides and as handouts 
>r as reading material for people who can' t attend your 
resentation). REAL-TIME UPDATES 

As "Creating Effective Handouts" on page 345 explain,, 
te ideal solution is to create an effective slide set and a ;;ep :, •-
Lte handout document (either a visual report or a co:i:ven-
onal report) that provides additional details and supµo1;i111, 
1formation. This way, you can optimize each piece to de the 
,b it is really meant to do. 

' ' . 

.. : 

Advice and free templates for visual 
reports 

This tee e-book and PowerPoint templates will help you make 
more-effective visual reports. Go to real-timeupdates.com/bct14 
c1nd select Learn More in the Students section. 

Perspectives on 
Corporate Social 

Responsibility 
lfiiil l. P.rsp•~tw• IWl• j 

To encourage ethial behavior and pro-
mote a mutually beneficial ralatlomhip 
betwHn buslnus and socirty, it is 
dearly necessary to establish expec• 
tatJons about how businesses should 
conduct themselvts. Howtvtr, business 
and soclrty ara still grappling with 
exactly what thOH expectations should 
be. •social raspomibllity" ctrtalnly 
sounds admirable, but it's not always 
clear which sogments af soclrty It 
lnvolvts or what thOH ruponslbllilits 
art. Approaches to CSR can be roughly 
categorized Into four persptctrvts, from 
minimalist through proactive. 

(M~ v•t1on t0Act} 

Visual Reports Using Presentation Software 
iure 

2
"
8 

ttware can be used to create visual reports that are designed to be read as other documents, ,sentat1on so . I'd · . ro·ected as presentation s I es. 
1er than being p B~vee and John v. Thill, Business In Action, 8th ed. (Boston: Pearson, 2017), BD--81. ,rce: Courtland L. 
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